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ing the account of the flood yesterday he asked, ' What books did Noah take into the Ark ? he must have taken a. Bible.' — ' No — the people lived after his time.' —' Then he must have had one of Adam and Eve and Cain and Abel.' —c How dreadful it must have been for Noah to see all the dead bodies when he came out of the Ark.'
" 4 How much ground there will be when we all die!? —4 Why so ? ' —; Because we shall all turn to dust.'
"There is a strong predominance of the intellectual over the moral feeling in him, I fear, and it must be my endeavour always to draw out and encourage the love of what is good and noble in character and action. His eyes, however, always fill with tears on hearing- any trait of this kind, and he readily melts at any act of self-denial or affection, so that his talking little of these things must not perhaps be dwelt upon as a sure sign of not estimating them."
"August 5. There is just the same greediness in Augustus now about books that there used to be about flowers, and I have to restrain the taste for novelty and excitement. Reading of a little girl who was fond of her Bible, he said, ' I should not have been so. I like my fat Yellow Book much better, but I like the Bible far better than the Prayer-Book- I do not like that at all.' "
In this year of 1840., Uncle Julius accepted the Archdeaconry of Lewes, which wrought a change in our quiet life from the great number of clergy who were now constant guests at the Rectory and the greater frequency of clerical subjects of discussion at Lime. Once a year also, we went regularly to Hastings for a night before my uncle gave his charge to the clergy, driving back late afterwards through, the hot lanes. I always liked this expedition and scram-

